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The US Department of Defense Environmental
Assessment and Management (TEAM) Guide:
Critical Review and Case Study

1. Introduction

Achieving environmental compliance at US Department of Defense (DOD)
facilities has become a national priority. Past failures by DOD agencies to meet
environmental laws and regulations has resulted in site contamination, civil and
criminal prosecution of employees, and a loss of public confidence. The inability of
federal agencies to comply with environmental standards has made private sector
compliance more difficult to enforce. To help address these concerns, on April 21,

2000 President Clinton signed Executive Order 13148, "The Greening of
Government Through Environmental Leadership" (Federal Register, 2000). This
Executive Order required federal agencies to implement environmental

management and compliance systems within prescribed timeframes. For these and
other compelling reasons, the DOD developed and implemented a standardized

environmental audit guide called "The Environmental Assessment and

Management Guide", or "TEAM Guide" (US DOD, 2000). Utilization of a
common audit tool (TEAM Guide) throughout DOD agencies could be an effective
agent of change. However, if this audit tool is inappropriate, environmental

compliance at DOD facilities could worsen. Furthermore, existing audit systems
such as EPA's "General Protocol for Conducting Environmental Audits of Federal
Facilities"(US EPA, 1996), and the International Standards Organization (ISO)
14001, "Environmental Management System Audits" (ISO, 1996) may be forsaken
even if they offer significant advantages. Widespread use of the TEAM Guide
should not take place until thorough and independent evaluation has been
performed.

The purpose of this project is to conduct an independent evaluation of the TEAM
Guide audit tool in order to assess if it is the most appropriate and effective tool for
DOD facilities, and in particular those operated by the US Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE). The USACE was selected due to the author's recent
experience as a District Environmental Compliance Coordinator (District ECC)

responsible for the audit mission at this agency. A detailed analysis of the TEAM
Guide, describing its history, organization and application will be presented. A
significant and controversial case study, based on a November 1994 TEAM Guide
Audit (hereafter referred to as a "TEAM Audit") at a USACE facility will be
highlighted. The effectiveness and significance of the case study, along with
recommendations for improvement of the TEAM Audit process will also be given.

2. Objectives of the Study

There are many environmental audit tools being used in the federal sector. Some of
the more dominant include:

* Code of Environmental Management Principles for Federal Agencies (EPA, 2000)
* National Environmental Performance Track (EPA, 2000)
* Global Reporting Initiative (GRI, 2001)
* EPA Generic Environmental Audit (EPA, 1996)

* International Standards Organization (ISO) 14001 Environmental Management
System (EMS) Audit (ISO, 1996)
* The Environmental Assessment and Management Guide (US DOD, 2000).

It is not within the scope of this project to evaluate and compare all of these tools
to the TEAM Audit. However, it is possible to describe and compare two of the
most current and commonly accepted audit tools:

(1) ISO 14001 Environmental Management System (EMS) Audit
(2) EPA Generic Environmental Audit.
These two audit tools are used by government and/or industry and serve as
benchmarks. They are both applicable to a broad community (not industryspecific) and have been the subject extensive evaluation. The ISO has in place a
rigorous and complex process for standards development. As of June 1996,
membership of the committee for environmental management (TC 207) consisted

of 67 countries and 22 liaison organizations (International Institute for Sustainable
Development, 1996). The EPA Generic Environmental Audit was prepared and
coordinated by an interagency workgroup comprised of the EPA, Department of
Energy, Department of Defense, National Science Academy, Postal Service,

Department of the Interior and other key Federal agencies. The EPA-led
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workgroup built upon earlier "Generic Protocol" documents published in 1989 and
1995 (US EPA, 1996). Although both audit systems share extensive research and

broad membership in their development they are different from each other in at
least one important aspect. The ISO 14001 EMS Audit focuses on an
organization's environmental management system, while the EPA Generic

Environmental Audit primarily considers regulatory compliance. These two audit
methods represent excellent examples for comparison to the TEAM Audit.
The following questions will be addressed in the two phases of this study:
Phase I: Comparison of Audit Tools:
1.

What are the general characteristics of an ISO- 14001 EMS Audit, EPA Generic

Environmental Audit and DOD TEAM Audit?

2. What are the comparative differences between each audit system?
3. How are TEAM Audits used by the DOD and USACE?
4. What are advantages and disadvantages of the USACE TEAM Audit?

Phase II: Case Study: USACE North Pacific Division Laboratory (NPD Lab)

1. What were the November 1994 TEAM Audit "Findings" at the NPD Lab?
2. What outcome resulted from the November 1994 TEAM Audit at the NPD Lab?
3. Based on the "Findings" from the NPD Lab, how can the TEAM Audit process
be improved?

3. Literature Review

3.1 Environmental Auditing.
The scope and definition of what is considered "environmental auditing" varies
with industry and tool. For purposes of this study, environmental auditing was
examined within the scope of each of the previously referenced audit tools. ISO
14001 EMS Audits evaluate all environmental aspects and impacts and do not limit

compliance to specific laws, regulations or categories. These audits examine five
essential elements of an EMS system, also known at the ISO 14001 EMS Standard.

These elements are: (1) Environmental Policy; (2) Planning; (3) Implementation
and Operation; (4) Checking and Corrective Action; and (5) Management Review.

Through examination of these five elements, an auditor can methodically determine
if environmental management systems are in place and functional. Normally, the
audit does not examine regulatory and compliance issues in any detail.

In contrast, the EPA Generic Environmental Audit is based on compliance and
follows the agencies 1986 "Environmental Auditing Policy Statement" (EPA,
2000). This statement defined environmental auditing as "a systematic,
documented, periodic, and objective review of facility operations and practices

related to meeting environmental requirements" Consistent with this policy, the
EPA Generic Audit puts primary emphasis on compliance with laws and
regulations, at least in the early stages of a facility examination. The EPA does
include EMS audit guidelines as later "phases" in their audit process.
The US Department of Defense TEAM Audit closely parallels the EPA audit tool
as it is heavily influenced by the desire for compliance with environmental laws

and regulations. The DOD defines environmental audits as "A single or multimedia
inspection or evaluation of the environmental and natural and cultural resources

compliance posture and overall environmental management program" (US DOD,

2001). TEAM Audits use standardized checklists nearly identical to the EPA
Generic Environmental Audit. Even though the TEAM Guide includes
"environmental management" in its title it is generally not included in the TEAM
Audit process. A more detailed discussion of each of these audit systems follows.
3.2. Iso 14001 Environmental Management System Audit.

ISO 14001 EMS Audits approach compliance from a management perspective.

The desired outcome is continual improvement in environmental management

(Martin, 1996). Of paramount concern is that a facility has a functional process in
place to monitor, achieve and improve compliance. The ISO 14001 EMS Audit
uses 5 essential elements identified in the previously paragraph. The first element,

"Environmental Policy", is the starting point for the audit. Within this element is
the commitment from management to compliance with standards, pollution
prevention and continuous improvement. The second element, "Planning", is where
environmental aspects of the organization are considered. Based on the
identification of these aspects, pertinent legal and regulatory requirements are
identified. This leads to establishment of environmental objectives and targets and
ultimately an Environmental Management Plan. The third element,

"Implementation and Operation", is where the auditor examines the organization
structure, training, communication, document control and overall operations

capability. The fourth element, "Checking and Corrective Action", examines
monitoring of the organization's EMS. This element includes information on how
nonconformance and corrective actions are handled, examination of record-keeping
procedures and how internal EMS audits are performed. The fifth element,
"Management Review", is an "External Audit and Certification". This is where the
organization performs an external review of the program and ensures that a process

exists for continued performance and improvement. The essential elements of an
ISO 14001 compliant EMS are shown in Table 1 (ISO, 2000).

Table 1. Essential Elements of an ISO 14001 Compliant EMS

Source: International Organization for Standardization, 2000
1

2
2.1

2.2
2.3
2.4
3
3.1

3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
4
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
5

Environmental Policy
Planning

Environmental aspects
Legal and other requirements
Objectives and targets
Environmental management program(s)

Implementation and Operation

Structure and responsibility
Training, awareness, and competence
Communication
Environmental management system documentation
Document control
Operational control
Emergency preparedness and response

Checking and Corrective Action

Monitoring and measurement
Non-conformance and corrective and preventative action
Records
Environmental management system audit

Management Review

The ISO 14001 Audit also makes use of the terms "environmental aspects" and

"environmental impacts". An environmental aspect of a facility is defined as any
interaction with the environment, while an environmental impact is defined as any
change to the environment. According to Martin (1998), examples of
environmental aspects would include solid waste disposal or energy consumption.
Neither aspect represents regulatory challenges yet in an EMS audit both aspects
would receive management attention. Environmental impacts would include air
emissions, water discharges, etc. that have a recognized effect on air, water, soil, or
people. The ISO 14001 EMS Audit requires that all aspects and impacts be
identified and integrated into the environmental management plan.
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3.3. EPA Generic Environmental Audit.
The EPA Generic Environmental Audit (EPA Generic Audit) examines facilities
from three perspectives, or "Phases". Phase 1 is "Auditing for Compliance", which
focuses on compliance with regulatory standards. These standards are divided into
sixteen separate programs shown in Table 2:

Table 2. EPA Generic Environmental Audit Protocols

Phase 1 Programs

Source: Environmental Protection Agency, 1996
Section 1: Air Pollution Control
Section 2: Water Pollution Control
Section 3: Nonhazardous Waste Mgmt
Section 4: Hazardous Waste Mgmt
Section 5: CERCLA!SARA
Section 6: Spill Control and Response
Section 7: Mgmt of Environ Impacts
Section 8: Hazardous Materials Mgmt

Section 9: EPCRA

Section 10: Cultural & Hist. Res. Mgmt
Section 11: Storage Tank Mgmt
Section 12: Drinking Water Mgmt
Section 13: PCB Mgmt
Section 14: Pesticides Mgmt
Section 15: Groundwater Protection
Section 16: Environmental Radiation

Phase 2 is "Auditing for Effective Management of Specific Environmental
Programs" and it examines the strengths and weaknesses of management systems

within each of the same sixteen programs considered in Phase 1. Phase 3 is
"Conducting Environmental Management Assessments of Federal Agencies" and is

designed "to assure high-quality sustained management of environmental
operations throughout entire facilities/agencies rather than focusing on any specific

environmental programs (e.g. air quality, waste management, etc.) (EPA, 1996).
Using the EPA Generic Environmental Audit, an organization would be expected
to conduct Phase 1 activities until they achieved a high degree of compliance. They
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would then shift to Phase 2 auditing, examining management systems within each
program. Finally, as the effectiveness of the organization matures, Phase 3 auditing
would be performed, considering management effectiveness of the entire program.

Conceptually, the EPA Generic Audit follows a logical pattern. Performing an
EPA Generic Audit, however, is a complex task. The guidance document is 1611

pages in length and demands expert familiarity. The Phase 1 section is essentially a
compilation of the laws and regulations of each of the 16 specific programs. There
is also no guidance on determining severity levels of "Findings of Noncompliance"
(hereafter referred to as "Findings"). These types of audits would be expected to
produce voluminous "Findings" (in Phase I) but may not produce organizational
change until management issues are identified in later phases of the process.

3.4. US Department of Defense TEAM Audit.
The TEAM Audit is closely related to the EPA Generic Environmental Audit by
using the same burdensome checklist format, but it attempts to customize the
document for DOD facilities. It also uses 13 commonly understood compliance
categories based on descriptive terms shown on Table 3:

Table 3. DOD TEAM Guide Programs
Source: US Department of Defense, 2001
Section 1: Air Emissions Mgmt
Section 2: Cultural Resources Mgmt
Section 3: Hazardous Materials Mgmt
Section 4: Hazardous Waste Mgmt
Section 5: Natural Resources Mgmt
Section 6: Other Environmental Issues
Section 7: Pesticide Management

Section 8: Petrol, Oil, Lubricant Mgmt
Section 9: Solid Waste Mgmt
Section 10: Storage Tank Mgmt
Section 11: Toxic Substances Mgmt
Section 12: Wastewater Mgmt
Section 13: Water Quality Mgmt
N/A

This is a distinct improvement over EPA's confusing mixture of descriptive and
regulatory categories. At least three other positive features of the TEAM Audit,

taken from earlier work performed by the Army Corps of Engineers, can be
identified. The first is the addition of a hierarchy of severity for audit "Findings"
(Minor, Major, and Significant). The second is the addition of a "Suggested
Corrective Action" section to each Finding. The third is inclusion of a photograph
or digital image, when possible, on the audit "Finding" page. The latter two
features represent added expenses and time for the audit team but tend to facilitate
the corrective action process. An example of a USACE TEAM Audit "Major
Finding", from the forthcoming case study is provided as Figure 1 (USACE, 2000).
The TEAM Audit has significant limitations as well. The most obvious is the lack
of emphasis on environmental management. The TEAM Audit focus is on simple
compliance and prioritized severity levels. A more complete description of the
TEAM Audit is provided in Section 4.

3.5. Comparison of Audit Tools
Environmental audits, whether focused on management or compliance, must have
the ability to improve the "environmental performance" of an organization. But
what is environmental performance? Is it simple compliance with existing laws and
regulations, development of an effective environmental management plan, or both?
To answer this question, the EPA provides new and promising guidance which is
found in their recently published, "National Environmental Performance Track
Program" (EPA, 2001). In summarizing past efforts, EPA makes the statement:
"We learned that innovations in environmental management can be used to create
strategic business opportunities and advantages while maximizing the health and
productivity of our ecosystems and communities". This statement can be used to
derive a useful definition of environmental performance, that being:

"Environmental performance is the genera/ion of goods and services while
maximizing the health and productivity of ecosystems and communities ". This new

definition of environmental performance is a significant step forward from past
measures that only stressed compliance and minimizing impacts.

Figure 1. Example of a USACE TEAM Audit "Major Finding"
Source: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1995

Woodwade

e

PROTOCOL MANUAL SECTION:
QUESTION NUMBER:
FINDING CATEGORY:
LOCATION:

Hazardous Waste Management
4-5
Major
Oil Shed

FINDING DESCRIPTION: Items appeared to be hazardous waste but were not labeled.
These items include a large gray plastic bag labeled "Contaminated with MIBK," several 5gallon buckets labeled "Hazardous Toxic Waste," an'! a 5-gallon can labeled "Water in
Petroleum Products Solvent." At least one waste container appeared to be leaking. Refer to
Photographs 2 and 3 (Appendix B).
CRiTERIA: Facilities that generate solid wastes must determine if the wastes are hazardous
wastes.

REGULATION: 40 CFR 261.3, 261.4(b), 262.11a and 261.24

COMMENTS: None
SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTIONS: Characterize the waste materials based on
knowledge or analytical testing. Wastes which are determined to be hazardous should be
labeled with the words "HAZARDOUS WASTE"; an accumulation start date should be
marked on the waste containers, and they should be moved to the hazardous waste storage
area. Waste materials which are determined to be non-hazardous can be disposed of with the
other solid waste generated by the project.

The project should consider using an outside contractor to provide waste management services
if the project does not have the personnel to commit to this task.

STATUS OF CORRECTION:
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For the purposes of this study, environmental performance can be used as a
standard for comparison. For example, an EPA Generic Environmental Audit
would attempt to find noncompliance issues that could be documented and cited.
By correcting these deficiencies the facility would presumably become more
compliant. Could the facility be considered to be achieving a high level of
environmental performance? In the authors opinion it is unlikely. These types of
regulatory audits have their place in policing nonconforming facilities but have
limitations as well. The most significant is that the audit may not discover the root
cause of noncompliance and be able to direct change in that area. Under the worst
conditions, the audit may not even provide alternative solutions. These types of
audits are not expected to achieve high levels of environmental performance.

According to Cahill (1998), "Identifying deficiencies is only the first step. Real
audit value accrues when proactive benefits are built into the process". In a study
examining business aspects of environmental compliance, Singh (2000) states that
companies must take two important first steps. They must depart from traditional
modes of thinking, and they must begin to use techniques and tools that help them
work in a truly integrated manner. The EPA Generic Audit, though exhaustive in
size does not appear to support value-added benefits or integration of problems and
solutions.

The TEAM Audit incorporates a more straightforward organization as compared to
the EPA Generic Environmental Audit, and makes good use of severity levels for
"Findings" and suggested corrective actions. Despite these positive changes, the
TEAM Audit still suffers from a compliance-focused checklist with little emphasis
on environmental management. Adding to this burden is the absence of guidance
concerning how the auditors assess "Findings", unclear distinctions between safety
and health versus environmental issues and a lack of consideration for
"environmental aspects".
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In contrast to the EPA Generic Audit and TEAM Audit, the ISO 14001 EMS Audit
compares an organization's environmental management system to the ISO 14001
EMS Standard. An organization may become "certified" if it has in place all of the
elements contained in the Standard. The ISO 14001 EMS Audit uses a nonregulatory approach by evaluating environmental aspects and impacts rather than
referencing an unending collection of compliance regulations. It is also mediabased, since most aspects and impacts occur within air, soil, or water resources and
is geared toward pollution prevention and elimination rather than strict compliance.
According to the National Academy of Public Administration (2001), EMS audits
and compliance audits are related

and may even be complimentary

but EMS

audits should be evaluated using criteria different from those used for compliance
audits. Many organizations recognize this concern and opt for using two separate
audits, one for environmental compliance and one for environmental management.
However, this option may not increase environmental performance because it fails
to consider cause and effect. An integrated environmental audit would identify
"Findings" of noncompliance and at the same time determine the root cause. Since
many root causes fall into the domain of environmental management it is intuitive

that the two audit systems be integrated. A properly designed and executed
environmental management plan, considering both management and compliance

issues would lead the organization into resource conservation and produce high
levels of environmental performance.

The ISO 14001 EMS Audit seems to incorporate all of the key elements necessary
for high level environmental performance. The only limitation that appears to exist
in the audit is a structured framework for conducting the "environmental aspects
and impacts" analysis. This could be overcome by use of the Global Reporting

Initiative (GRI) "Environmental Performance Table" provided as Table 4 (GRI,
2000). This table is concise and offers an excellent structure to evaluate a broad
range of environmental aspects of an organization.
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Table 4. Global Reporting Initiative, "Environmental Performance Table"
Source: Global Reporting Initiative, 2000
CATEGORY

Energy Use
Water Use
Materials Use

Air Emissions

Waste

Preservation/Restoration
Discharges to Water
Accidental Releases
Product Performance

ASPECT

Total Energy Use
Total Water Use
Total Materials Use
Hazardous Materials Use
Recycled/Reused Materials Use
Greenhouse Gases
Ozone Depleting Gases
Volatile Organic Compounds
Nitrogen Oxidizing Compounds
Sulfur Dioxide
Particulate Matter
Carbon Monoxide
Toxics
Total Solid Waste
Hazardous Solid Waste
Toxic Releases to Land
Removal
Remediation
Habitat Impacts
COD Discharges
BOD Discharges
Toxic Discharges
Release History
Vulnerability & Potential
Expected Lifetime Energy Use
Expected Waste
Packaging Materials
Waste for Disposal/Recovery

MEASURE
Btu, KwH; megawatts
gallons
tons, lbs
tons, lbs
tons, lbs
tons, lbs, ppm
tons, lbs, ppm
tons, lbs, ppm
tons, lbs, ppm
tons, lbs, ppm
tons, lbs, ppm
tons, ibs, ppm
tons, ibs, ppm
tons, ibs, drums
tons, lbs, drums
tons, lbs, drums
cu yds, tons, sq ft
acres, sq ft
acres
lbs
lbs

lbs, gallons/day
number, RQ number
acres, drums, gals
KwH, Btu, megawatts
tons, lbs
tons, lbs,
tons, lbs, gals, ppm

Acronyms:

BOD= Biological Oxygen Demand COD Chemical Oxygen Demand
RQ= Reportable Quantity
Btu= British Thermal Units
ppm Parts Per Million
KwH Kilowatt Hours

The Environmental Performance Table would identify many of the same
compliance issues that the EPA Generic Environmental and TEAM Audits would
but in a more efficient manner. The advantages of using an ISO 14001 EMS Audit,
supplemented as described appear to be overwhelming and will be expanded upon
in Chapter VI, "Discussion".

4. US Army Corps of Engineers TEAM Audits

4.1. General Design.
In November 1994, the USACE transitioned from their existing environmental

assessment tool called "Environmental Review Guide for Operations, or ERGO"
to the TEAM Guide. Although the two audit tools were both used during the
transition year, for purposes of this study the "TEAM Guide" is referenced
exclusively as the primary audit tool. As discussed earlier, the DOD sought to
standardize environmental auditing within the different branches of the service by
producing the TEAM Guide. Originally the TEAM Guide was available only as a
printed document. Later, the TEAM Guide was converted to an electronic format.
This evolved to its current form, which is a searchable compact disk. In 1998, the
TEAM Guide was made available to other civilian agencies, and poised for
expanding its application to other sectors of government. The TEAM Guide is
organized into 13 Chapters, which were previously listed on Table 3. These 13
Chapters cover a wide range of subjects beyond air, water, soil, and solid and
hazardous waste compliance. The TEAM Guide uses a checklist format, with two
columns of information shown by example in Figure 2. The left-hand column
describes "Regulatory Requirements", and the right-hand column describes
"Reviewer Checks". The authors of the TEAM Guide attempted to provide enough
information such that a non-professionally trained auditor could conduct a very
detailed facility audit. If a checklist item does not appear to meet the standard, the
auditor may decide to issue a "Finding". These "Findings" range from

"Management Practice"; "Minor Finding"; "Major Finding"; and "Significant
Finding" in order of increasing severity. For the USACE Portland District,
responsible for facilities in the State of Oregon, only the two latter Finding levels,

"Major" and "Significant", were utilized. All "Findings" are discretionary and
subject to the experience level of the audit team members.
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Figure 2. Example of a DOD TEAM Audit Checklist
Source: U.S. Department of Defense, 2000

Sample Checklist Items
[Revi..d June 1998

REGULATORY

REVIEWER CHECKS:

QYIREMINT$:
Training reconis
should hr maintained fete all
SQU staff who manage
IIW.25.2.

pj,

Septemei 1.S
Exatriine training records ,tnd venfy thai they includt the following:

job title and description tbr each employee by name
written description of how rriueh training each pusitiun wilt obtain
documentation of training recivcd by name.
Determine if training records arc retained for 3 yr after employment
retminalet at ih Federal facility or until closure of the facility.

Appendix 4
Sample Checklist Items
IRevised Juiae 19983

REVIEWER CIIECKSi

REGULATORY
REQUIREMENTS:

September 98

SQGs
HW.31)

Containers
HW.30. 1. Empty containers at
SQGa previously holding
harardnus wastes mast meet the
regulatory definition 0f emprv
befbre they are exempted from
haaardnus waste requiremcnLc

(40 dR 261.7).

Verify that,

for containers or inner liners balding ha7ardnus waste:

all wastes are removed that can be rcinnvcd using cnmmnn
practices and no more than 2.5 cm (I in.] at residue remains
if the container is less than or equal to 110 gal, no more than 3
percent by weight of total container capacity remains
when Lhe container is greater than 110 gal. no more than 03
percent by weihi of tIre total cOntainer capacity rentains.

Verify that, for containers which held a cotnpresed gas the pressure
in rite container approaches atmosphere.
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4.2. Audit Teams.
During the years that preceded the TEAM Guide, the USACE conducted

environmental audits using ERGO and internal staff In the Portland District these
audits were marginally successful. Senior management had yet to commit to the
program and were reluctant to "let go" of valued employees for months at a time to
conduct audits. Also, most of the staff had never conducted an environmental audit.
Finally, the USACE own bureaucratic structure prevented rapid execution of travel
orders, field supplies, reproductive services and internal approvals of reports. With
outside pressure in government to "contract out" services, the USACE hired an
environmental contractor (Woodward Clyde and Associates) to perform the second

"cycle" of audits in 1994 and 1995. What previously took up to atwo years to
complete, and with relatively poor quality, the first contractor team provided in
nine months and of much higher quality. The contractor also provided photographs
of each Finding and follow-up consulting services. The contractor used a team of
three individuals with backgrounds in environmental engineering, health and safety
and natural resources, respectively. This team structure later proved to be the
minimum size that could embrace the full spectrum of coverage found in a TEAM
Audit. It was used for the remainder of the Cycle II audits of 1995 and for all of the
Cycle III audits between 1997-1999.

4.3. Field Applications.
In the US Army Corps of Engineers Portland District, independent and professional
contractor teams were utilized between 1994-1999 to audit major facilities. These
included both USACE facilities and non-USACE (leased areas such as state and
local parks). This timeframe included two entire "cycles" of auditing (visiting most

facilities twice). Audit teams were managed by the author. The contractor audit
team size was usually 3 to 4 and determined by the uniqueness of the facility and
the specialization necessary to perform the audit. Each team member had
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professional credentials, including graduate degrees in science or engineering and

prior experience in performing environmental audits. The contractor team leader"
provided all direction to his/her team, and the government team leader (the author's
job) coordinated site access, arranged employee interviews, determined the scope
of the audit and ensured safe work practices. Each team had maximum freedom to

enter workspaces but had limited freedom to interview employees. The latter was
due to the USACE concerns over labor-management issues. Audit "Findings" were
independently determined by the contractor without external influence from
USACE employees. At the end of each field survey, a courtesy briefing was
conducted with on-site management who were given the opportunity to add
information to the audit team's understanding of the issues. After departing from
the facility, each audit team performed an extensive amount of follow-up
investigation that ultimately led to a completed product. One of the highlights of
these audit reports is the "Suggested Corrective Action" section of each "Finding".
These provide a facility manager with independent and expert recommendations on
what to do to correct the deficiency. TEAM Audit reports prepared for Portland

District included color photographs or digital images of all "Findings" and bound
reports for distribution. Each report was sent to the respective facility manager and
the Chief of Operations who oversees these facilities. Facility managers were

expected to implement corrective actions. Using this format, 66 TEAM Audits
were completed during the period 1994-1999.

4.4. Post-Audit Activities.
In the USACE, follow-up audits are planned using a 5-year cycle. This is in
contrast to all other DOD elements, which use a 3-year cycle. Under ideal

conditions all prior "Findings" would have been corrected. Only new "Findings"
would be cited on subsequent audits. The author found that this was the exception
rather than the rule. The 5-year return cycle offers little incentive for a manager to
perform corrective actions. In many cases the facility manager did not agree with
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the original Finding and simply ignored it. USACE managers who have

administrative responsibility above field installations typically took a "hands-off'
management approach that did not support the program. Tracking of "Findings"
was attempted by the USACE Headquarters office but with little success. Facility
managers or administrators were given the option to respond that they had no

uncorrected "Findings" and subsequently given positive reviews. In the Portland
District most of the audit reports for outgrants and leasees between 1992 and 1995
were never even transmitted to the respective facility managers. This was due to an

inexplicable internal concern that the USACE was attempting to be "EPA" and did
not have the authority to audit its rental properties. Ironically, the EPA has very
clear policy on whom they hold accountable for environmental violations and it
most definitely includes the land owner. Within this cauldron of politics and
ineffectual administrators it was improbable that an environmental audit would
serve its intended purpose. What did emerge, however was a better understanding

of distinct advantages and disadvantages of the USACE TEAM Audit program as
listed in Table 5.

Despite the TEAM Audit's shortcomings its implementation had a significant
effect upon selected facilities in the Portland District. The following case study is
of interest since it was the first application in the Portland District of the new
(1994) TEAM Audit. The audit results contributed to a devastating outcome for the
facility of interest.
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Table 5. Advantages and Disadvantages of the USACE TEAM Audit.
Advantages
1.

Comprehensive checklist of pertinent laws and regulations

2. Standardized for most DOD facilities

3. Uses fixed timeframes for return audits (5-years for USACE facilities)
4. When performed by qualified professional teams, provides useful report
5. When performed by independent professional teams, provides unbiased report
6.

Facilitates corrective actions when included in audit report
Disadvantages

1.

Extremely difficult to use if auditor isn't already professionally trained in
subject area

2. Document is so exhaustive (several thousand pages) as to preclude
implementation
3.

"Findings" are subjective and are not comparable between facilities or regions

4. "Findings" are regulatory in nature and generally ignore environmental

management
5. Costs to produce a professional audit report range from $10,000 to $50,000

6. Due to management concerns labor organizations are not included in the audit
7.

Managers are not held accountable for corrective actions

8.

Five-year intervals do not motivate managers to perform corrective actions
promptly

9.

Suggested corrective actions are optional rather than mandatory.

5. Case Study of a TEAM Audit

5.1. The US Army Corps of Engineers Laboratory in Troutdale, Oregon.
In one of the first applications of the TEAM Audit, an environmental compliance
audit was conducted in November 1994 at the USACE, North Pacific Division
(NPD) Materials Testing Laboratory in Troutdale, Oregon (NPD Lab) shown in
Figure 3. This facility performed geotechnical and chemical testing for the Army
Corps of Engineers from 1948 to the dates of the audit (1994). It was managed onsite by civilian leadership, who in turn reported to the Commander of the North
Pacific Division, a General in the US Army Corps of Engineers. There were
approximately 60 employees working at the NPD Lab at the time of the November
1994 audit. Most of the employees had technical backgrounds in chemistry,

geology, soil science or engineering. Several employees were technicians who
performed much of manual labor at the laboratory. These individuals were assisted
by student workers.

5.2. TEAM Audit November 1994.
The TEAM Audit was performed by Woodward-Clyde and Associates under
contract to the USACE, Portland District (USACE, 1995). A copy of the report
cover is provided as Figure 4. The government representative for the audit is the
author of this paper. By using the TEAM Audit to examine the facility, major
deficiencies were identified. These deficiencies were expressed in terms of

"Major" or "Significant Findings". "Significant Findings" are of such a magnitude
that an immediate threat to health, safety or the environment is believed to exist and
require immediate corrective action. "Major Findings" require corrective action in

the near future but do not constitute an immediate concern. The NPD Lab was
found to have nine "Major Findings" and one "Significant Finding". The "Major
Findings" included one concerning Cultural and Historic Resources Management,
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Figure 3. Photograph of the North Pacific Division Laboratory in Troutdale,
Oregon
Source: US Army Corps of Engineers, 2001
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Figure 4. Cover Page of January 1995 ERGO (TEAM) Report, including
(9) Major "Findings" and (1) "Significant Finding"
Source: US Army Corps of Engineers, 1995
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three in Hazardous Waste Management, one in Natural Resources Management,
two in Petroleum, Oil and Lubricants Management, one in Solid Waste
Management and one in Water Quality Management. The Significant Finding was
identified in Wastewater Management. Four of these "Findings" gave both the
contractor team and the author great concern and merit additional discussion. The
first concern, under the category of Section 3, Hazardous Waste Management, was

the condition of the NPD Lab's "Hazardous Waste Storage Shed" shown in Figure
5. The building contained unlabelled and improperly stored hazardous waste. An
overflow pipe exited the building and led to a ditch that drained into the Sandy
River wetlands. Hazardous waste was also found unlabelled, improperly stored and
in a leaking condition in the NPD Lab's "Oil Storage Shed". The second concern,
under the category of Section 12, Water Quality Management, was an improperly
abandoned and contaminated water supply well adjacent to the laboratory as shown

on Figure 6. The third concern, under the category of Section 9, Solid Waste
Management, was a non-permitted and uncontrolled landfill also located adjacent
to the Sandy River wetlands as shown in Figure 7. Buried 55-gallon drums were
observed protruding from the surface as shown in Figure 8. Finally, the fourth
concern, under the category of Section 12, Wastewater Management, was a
discovery made by the Water/Wastewater specialist on the team and a "Significant
Finding". All of the NPD Chemical Laboratory drains had been plumbed into a
subsurface sump. From this sump the wastewater was pumped into the same
adjacent ditch mentioned earlier and on to the Sandy River wetlands. A photograph

of the ditch receiving this wastewater is provided as Figure 9. Note also in Figure 9
the Hazardous Waste and Oil Storage Sheds in the background adjacent to and
build on top of the ditch, respectively. The discharge of chemical wastewater was
an obvious violation of the Clean Water Act and merited immediate attention.

Additionally, there was evidence to suggest that the NPD Lab's management staff
were in knowing violation of each of the above "Findings".
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Figure 5. Photograph of the Solid and Hazardous Waste Shed at the
North Pacific Division Laboratory in Troutdale, Oregon
Source: US Army Corps of Engineers, 1995
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Figure 6. Photograph of Improperly Abandoned and Contaminated Well at
the North Pacific Division Laboratory in Troutdale, Oregon
Source: USACE, 2001
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Figure 7. Photograph of the Non-Permitted Landfill at the North Pacific
Division Laboratory in Troutdale, Oregon
Source: US Army Corps of Engineers, I 995

Figure 8. Photograph of Drums in the Non-Permitted Landfill at the North
Pacific Division Laboratory in Troutdale, Oregon
Source: Author
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Figure 9. Photograph of the Local l)rainage that received Chemical Wastewater
from the North Pacific Division Laboratory in Troutdale, Oregon
Source: Author
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One year after the November 1994 audit, the author received an anonymous report
of a hazardous waste disposal well located at the NPD Lab. At the time of the audit

the suspect well was covered by grass and not disclosed to the audit team. A
follow-up inspection confirmed the report. The author photographed the hazardous
waste disposal well, as shown in Figure 10, and reported it to USACE
management. Unfortunately, little to no action had been taken to correct prior
"Findings" and this discovery was received in the same ineffective manner.
Repeated verbal and written attempts were made by the author in an attempt to
inform senior management of the severity of the NPD Lab "Findings" and to
initiate corrective action. On October 24, 1995, November 6, 1995 and December
12, 1995 the author prepared and transmitted memoranda advising USACE
leadership that: (1) A Significant Clean Water Act Finding remained uncorrected;

(2) Violations of the Clean Water Act are serious; and (3) Immediate corrective
action was needed. These memoranda did not produce appropriate management
attention. On June 4, 1996 the author prepared a final memorandum titled,
"Requirement to Notify State and Federal Regulatory Authorities of Suspect
Hazardous Waste Sites". Key points of this document were: (1) USACE activities
at hazardous and toxic waste sites have failed to notify officials in a timely manner;
(2) No formal correspondence has taken place regarding the NPD Lab (among
other sites); and (3) Failure to notify regulatory officials is putting Portland District
and the USACE at a high risk for enforcement. Once again there was no
discernable response from senior management.

Following unsuccessful attempts to coordinate NPD Lab noncompliance issues
through normal USACE channels, the author chose to coordinate directly with the
EPA and Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ). This decision was
dictated by both the failures of facility management to participate in the audit
process in good faith and of senior management to take appropriate corrective
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Figure 10. Photograph of the Hazardous Waste Disposal Well at the North
Pacific Division Laboratory in Troutdale, Oregon
Source: Author
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actions. In an attempt to limit personal and professional reprisal the author
exercised provisions afforded under the Whistleblower Protection Act (WPA).
Congress enacted the WPA in 1989 to help prevent discrimination following
employee disclosure of violations to higher authorities. Provisions for employee
protection pertinent to this case study are also found in the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act, Safe Drinking Water Act, Solid Waste Disposal Act and Toxic
Substance Control Act.

In March of 2000, through documents recovered by the author under the Freedom
of Information Act (FOIA), it was discovered that the EPA had conducted an
earlier investigation of the NPD Laboratory for hazardous waste concerns in 1991.

The EPA had listed the NPD Lab on the "Federal Hazardous Waste Compliance
Docket", the precursor to a Superfund designation. This EPA investigation was
terminated, however, when a letter and "Preliminary Assessment Report" from
General Harrell, USACE North Pacific Division Commander was transmitted to the

EPA stating that "This Preliminary Assessment indicates there is no reason to
believe there is hazardous and toxic waste contamination from past practice
activities....". General 1-farrell went further, stating "Request that the North Pacific

Division Materials Laboratory be removed from the Federal Hazardous Waste
Compliance Docket" (USACE, 2000). The General's attempt to avoid EPA
oversight was successful at the time. EPA accepted the report and removed the
NPD Lab from further investigation. The General's success was short-lived,
however, and ultimately contributed to greater regulatory oversight as described in
the following section.
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5.3. Follow-up Actions and Regulatory Activities.
The NPD Lab's failure to properly manage hazardous waste activities, close an
abandoned water supply well, operate a non-permitted landfill, discharge laboratory
chemical wastewater into a local drainage and maintain an illegal toxic waste
disposal well led to regulatory enforcement. The Oregon Department of
Environmental Quality (DEQ) acted first by conducting a water/wastewater
inspection on December 11, 1996. On December 12, 1996 and again on December
19, 1996, the Oregon DEQ returned to conduct hazardous waste inspections. By

this time the NPD Lab was in serious financial difficulty. USACE field offices had
been informed of the poor environmental practices at the laboratory and many
chose to send their soil and water samples elsewhere, resulting in a drastic
reduction in workload and operating capital. This condition, combined with
growing liability for environmental cleanup sealed the laboratory's fate. In 1996,
the USACE Commander of the North Pacific Division transferred the NPD Lab to
Portland District. It is unclear whether the NPD Lab's environmental liability,
impending fiscal disaster or combination of issues contributed to his decision to
transfer it to the Portland District after 48 years of service under the Division
Commander. According to the USACE "NPD Closure Plan", dated September 12,
1997, the cumulative financial losses to date were estimated to be $1.7 million

(USACE, 2000). By the end of the month the NPD Lab was closed. The
responsibility for relocating employees, paying off debt and most importantly
conducting site investigations and cleanups fell upon the unfortunate new owner of

the NPD Lab, Portland District. The USACE now began to take aggressive
measures in a desperate attempt to turn the property back to the Government

Services Administration (GSA). Earlier attempts to give it to Mt. Hood Community
College and the Umatilla Indian Tribe failed. It is imclear whether negotiations

with these parties were conducted conveying knowledge of the full extent of the
contamination at the facility.

Both the Oregon DEQ and the EPA continued to investigate the site. On August 21,
1996 the Oregon DEQ prepared a recommendation that the USACE perform a

Remedial Investigation. The site was assigned Environmental Cleanup Site
Investigation (ECSI) No. 1390. Three years later on July 29, 1999 the Oregon DEQ
entered the site into their "Independent Cleanup Program". With few viable options
left, on August 25, 1999 the USACE signed a "Letter Agreement" with the Oregon
DEQ ensuring that full coordination would be performed on each step of the site
investigation and cleanup process. In addition, the Letter Agreement enabled the
State to bill the USACE for expenses related to the cleanup. On February 9, 2000
the EPA served the USACE with a "CERCLA 104 Notice" (US EPA, 2000). A
CERCLA 104 Notice is a formal record retrieval document that carries civil and
criminal penalties for noncompliance. Based on information from this retrieval and
on interviews with past employees, the EPA took the unusual step of putting the
NPD Lab back on the Federal Hazardous Waste Compliance Docket. This was
accomplished by letter on October 31, 2000 and was reassigned CERCLIS No.
1210800032 (US EPA, 2000). In addition to being re-listed, the USACE was tasked

to perform additional site investigation above and beyond the Oregon DEQ
requirements. In summary, it was the final chapter in the NPD Lab's unsuccessful
attempt to avoid the responsibilities of environmental compliance.

The USACE has performed several environmental site investigations at the NPD

Lab during the intervening years and more are planned. Public trust of the USACE
has eroded, damaging media coverage has occurred and the site remains
contaminated with solid and hazardous waste. Groundwater pollution continues to
be assessed, and at present the facility and land have limited use. Recent
disclosures by former workers have led the EPA and Oregon DEQ to discover in
excess of one ton of Umatilla Army Depot (UAD) soil on the premises. The UAD
has a long and well-documented history of chemical and nerve agent contamination

on their property and has also been subject to EPA and DEQ oversight. These soils
were suspected of exposing three workers to an unknown respiratory and dermal
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agent in January of 1995 during geotechnical testing. Since that date the USACE
has quietly kept the soil in storage and failed to disclose it's existence to the
regulatory agencies even in response to the EPA CERCLA 104 notice. As
expected, the EPA and Oregon DEQ have instructed the USACE to disclose any
and all information pursuant to this material. The USACE has also been directed to
perform chemical analytical tests for a wide spectrum of contaminants to include
chemical warfare weapons. This new and serious development has resulted in the
EPA and Oregon DEQ increasing the scope of their investigations. The November
1994 TEAM Audit was the catalyst for these events. The NPD Lab makes an
excellent case study for performing independent environmental audits on all DOD
facilities.
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6. Discussion

6.1. Effectiveness of the US Army Corps of Engineers Laboratory TEAM
Audit.
The NPD Lab case study clearly showed how an independent environmental audit
could effectively identify serious noncompliance issues. It also demonstrated the
USACE difficulty in taking prompt and appropriate corrective actions. This led to a
cascading effect that ultimately contributed to the facilities closure. Had the
USACE performed immediate and definitive corrective actions, and had the facility
been more forthright in disclosing to the audit team the full extent of their

deficiencies a different outcome may have occurred. Was the TEAM Audit
effective? In the author's opinion it was, given that a non-compliant facility was
identified and provided the opportunity to come into compliance. Are there areas
that the TEAM Audit process could improve upon? Again, in the author's opinion
there are many. These are discussed in the following section.

6.2. Improvement Opportunities for the TEAM Audit Process.
There are at least six improvement opportunities that can be derived from the NPD
case study. These are as follows:
1.

Ensure that each facility develops an Environmental Management Plan using

either ISO 14001 or the Global Reporting Initiative Environmental Standards
2. Utilize professionally-trained and independent auditors to examine

Environmental Management Plans prior to conducting additional TEAM Audits
3.

Change TEAM Audit intervals from 5-years to 3-years to increase facility

oversight and be in agreement with audit intervals used by other DOD agencies
4. Continue to document "Findings" by using severity levels, photographs, and

suggested corrective actions in TEAM Audit reports
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5.

Report environmental management and compliance audit results directly to

senior management and hold managers accountable for corrective actions
6.

Involve labor representatives on audits; use them to develop appropriate

corrective actions; communicate to all employees the program's value.
Some of the recommendations above may be difficult for the USACE to
implement. Considerable financial and human resource expenditures have been
invested in the current TEAM Guide and it is politically unlikely that it will be
revised in favor of a more effective product. However, it is the author's opinion
that using massive checklist documents prepared for unprofessional auditors in lieu
of environmental management plans prepared by qualified professionals is a
prescription for failure. The case study of this paper clearly showed management
dysfunction of equal or greater severity to the "Findings" of noncompliance. It is
essential that US Department of Defense facilities such as those operated by the US

Army Corps of Engineers develop effective environmental management plans if
long-term environmental performance is to be realized. This requires that senior
leadership re-examine their environmental auditing program from a different
perspective. If these steps are implemented, future environmental failures like that
at NPD Lab can be averted.
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7. Summary
In 1994 the US Army Corps of Engineers fielded a new audit tool developed by the
US Department of Defense called "The Environmental Assessment and
Management Guide" (TEAM Guide). The TEAM Guide uses an extensive menu of
checklists to determine compliance. TEAM Audit outcomes are highly dependent
upon the composition, independence and experience of the auditors. In November
1994 the US Army Corps Portland District conducted a comprehensive

environmental audit of the North Pacific Division Laboratory in Troutdale, Oregon.
The results showed serious deficiencies in environmental management and
compliance that ultimately contributed to closure of the facility. Site investigation
and cleanup activities are continuing under EPA and Oregon DEQ oversight as of
August 2001. Recommendations for alternative audit systems with greater focus on
environmental management were identified and recommended.
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